Current microfluidic-based microencapsulation systems rely on human experts to monitor and oversee the entire process spanning hours in order to detect and rectify when defects are found. This results in high labor costs, degradation and loss of quality in the desired collected material, and damage to the physical device. We propose an automated monitoring and classification system based on deep learning techniques to train a model for image classification into four discrete states. Then we develop an actuation control system to regulate the flow of material based on the predicted states. Experimental results of the image classification model show class average recognition rate of 95.5%. In addition, simulated test runs of our valve control system verify its robustness and accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Microencapsulation is a double emulsion technique where smaller droplets are encased inside another droplet that act as protective shells. Droplets produced with this technique are generally 500 µm or smaller in diameter. 1 This process can generate encapsulation structures having precise control in size and fluid properties, providing a robust and flexible technique for generating microcapsules on a large scale, and thus is widely used in commercial applications such as food sciences, 2 pharmaceuticals, 3 cosmetic industries, 4 among others. Our microfluidic device is a microcapillary device with sub-millimeter tube components to manipulate and direct the flow of fluids. Independently operated syringe pumps cause the encasing (middle) fluid and the inner fluid to pinch off and form single droplets at a rate of up to 100 Hz, all being carried by a third (outer) fluid that flows downstream out of the capillaries. The specifics of our microfluidic setup can be found described in detail in other works, 1, 5 and can be visualized in Fig. 1 .
During typical operation, defects might result as droplets form that affect the entire operation. Sometimes a droplet can be ruptured or broken when the middle fluid poorly envelops the inner fluid; other times the middle fluid can wet the exit channel where it can line the inside of the capillary. Since this fluid is UVcured downstream, this substance may harden and accumulate forming clogs, eventually destroying the device and ruining entire production batches, costing expensive materials and time. In order to detect and remedy this problem, human operators are needed, requiring intensive care and attention and fast intervention when necessary. In this work, we develop and train an image classification system using a simple convolutional neural . Figure 2 . From left to right: dripping (ideal), rupturing/broken, wetting, and jetting. network (CNN) 6 model. The CNN model will categorize the images of the microencapsulation process into one of four states: dripping, wetting, jetting, and broken. We define dripping as the ideal state and all others as non-ideal. Wetting happens when the middle fluid wets the exit channel, and this can be the most severe case if it excessively fills the exit channel near the UV light source, causing clogs and damage to device; jetting is characterized by aspherical, polydisperse, and/or multi-core droplets which leads to suboptimal microcapsules; finally, ruptured/broken droplets happen when the middle fluid poorly envelops the inner fluid, causing droplets to rupture or break. A camera sensor is placed over a microscope that is focused on the double-capillary junction where droplets are formed, thereby automating the process of observation and classification in real-time. Figure  2 shows an example image of each class.
Techniques using CNN for image classification were popularized in 2012 by Krizhevsky et al. 6 on the widely used ImageNet database. 7 Notable follow-up works on the ImageNet benchmark include VGG 8 and GoogLeNet 9 in 2014, Faster R-CNN 10 in 2015, and ResNet 11 in 2016, among others. The juncture of image classification and microencapsulation has only begun to be explored, 12 and since the current methodology is labor intensive, this specialized domain is ripe for innovation. Other benefits of this contribution includes potential for large-scale parallelization for industrial applications, and reduction of costs in terms of time, human labor, and equipment material. The main contributions of this paper are the application of deep learning image classification methods to the domain of microencapsulation and the development of an automated microfluidics control system.
METHOD

Image Classification
We pursue this problem via supervised learning. Image data was collected via ∼10 hours of normal operation on four different microfluidic devices, with images captured in real-time using a digital camera totaling over 74,000 images distributed over our four classes. Labels were manually assigned to each image by expert operators. The class distribution in the dataset for dripping, wetting, jetting, and broken is 80%, 10%, 8%, and 2%, respectively.
Due to the significant imbalance in class, we implement a class weighting scheme to penalize misclassifications of underrepresented classes in the loss function. The weight score for each class is computed as
where µ is a constant set to 2.75 via manual tuning by evaluating on a held-out validation set, N is the total number of samples in the training set, and N c is the number of samples for each class c. The score is inversely proportional to the size of the class in the training set. We use the categorical cross-entropy loss for multi-class classification. Including the score in Eq. (1) into our cross-entropy loss, we get,
where C is the total number of classes, t c is the target label for class c, either 0 or 1, and f (z) c is the softmax probability value predicted by our model for class c. The softmax activation function f applied to the input vector z is defined as, We perform data augmentation to capture natural variance using affine transformations in different combinations of shift, rotate, and Gaussian blur to increase our dataset to over 6,700,000 images. We randomly shuffle then split the augmented dataset into training (70%), validation (10%), and testing (20%).
Our CNN architecture, shown in Fig. 3 , consists of 6 weight layers, with 4 convolution layers followed by 2 fully-connected layers. Convolutional filters have kernel size of 3 × 3, with 16 filters in the first two convolution blocks, and 32 filters in the last two convolution blocks. To improve performance and stability of training, batch normalization 13 is applied to every convolutional layer activation. For nonlinearity, we apply the ReLU activation function to all layers except for the output layer. Our downsampling layers for each convolutional block consists of summing the max pooling and average pooling outputs; this ensures translational invariance at the same time reducing the number of parameters. Pooling kernel sizes are 2 × 2 with a stride of (2, 2). The output tensor of the last convolutional layer is flattened which connects to a fully-connected layer with 512 output nodes with a 0.5 dropout 14 rate during training to prevent overfitting. The output layer with 4 output nodes uses the softmax activation which gives us our probability distribution prediction over the four classes. Our input data to the CNN is a grayscale 32 × 32 image.
We also use parameter regularization to mitigate overfitting. This regularization term,
is added to our loss function and applied on a per-layer basis, and prevents the learnable parameters from diverging and regulates the complexity of the model. In our experiments, we use the L 2 -norm of our parameter vector β and our tunable regularization hyperparameter is set to λ = 0.0008 via manual tuning by evaluating on a held-out validation set. This lambda coefficient determines the importance of this penalty term. Updating our cross-entropy loss in Eq. (2), we get
The model is trained from scratch for 8 epochs with randomly initialized weights. We found no distinct advantage using a pre-trained model since the source domain, e.g. ImageNet, is incongruent with our target domain of microencapsulation. Because our target domain is very specialized, this phenomenon known as domain mismatch 15 does not yield any additional performance benefits.
The learning rate is initialized as η = 10 −2 and after the first 4 epochs, we reduce it to η = 10 −4 to ensure training convergence. Optimization is done via the Adam 16 optimizer, computing the gradients over mini-batches of size 64. We have manually tuned all our hyperparameters by evaluating on a held-out validation set -µ in Eq. (1), λ in Eq. (4), learning rate η, and mini-batch size. In a future version of this work, we hope to automate and parallelize this task using methods like grid search and random search. 17 
Valve Control
The microfluidics system is consisted of flexible tubing with a 3-way junction, shown in Fig. 4 , that connects to the outlet capillary and branches into the collection and waste lines. At the bifurcation point, we employ a pair of Arduino-operated pinch valves to divert flow down either branch. Our control algorithm will receive image data from the camera in real-time, predict the state with the trained classifier, and send the control signal to the microcontroller to open or close the valves. In order to test our control algorithm without using the physical device, which requires equipment and material preparation and overhead, we hand-curate test images to construct a simulation input feed as opposed to getting its input from the camera feed. We report its results in Sec. 3.
In the actual experimental setup, there is a delay of T seconds for the microcapsule to travel from the camera junction point to the bifurcation controlled by the valves. In our simulation, we set T = 10 seconds. Because of this, we maintain a buffer queue that contains T seconds of predicted data, with the head of the queue containing the oldest data. We continuously fill the buffer to its capacity with the valve control logic operating at the head of the queue and the input feed providing a new test image and its model prediction appended to the tail of the queue. When the sample goes from the tail of the queue to the head, T seconds will have passed giving enough time for the microcapsule to travel from the droplet formation point to the bifurcation point, then we evaluate its state and perform the correct valve actuation for this sample. Once valve control evaluation finishes at the head, that data is popped off. The predicted state of a test image can be either dripping, in which case the valve actuates to the collection outlet, or one of wetting, jetting, or broken, in which case the valve actuates to the waste outlet.
Realistically, valve actuation can induce pressure fluctuations within the capillaries and perturb the microencapsulation process upstream; thus, we want to minimize the frequency of valve actuations. Worst case scenario is that the states alternate between ideal and non-ideal triggering a high number of valve actuations. We devise a threshold τ < T where our control algorithm looks τ seconds ahead in the buffer queue; that is, it looks upstream or into the "future." By looking ahead, the control algorithm can see if there is a minimum duration of τ seconds of dripping events, for example, to justify actuating the valve to the collection outlet. In our experiments, we set τ D = 1.5 seconds and τ N = 1 second where τ D is the threshold for dripping events and τ N is the threshold for non-dripping events.
At the head of the queue, if the system detects a change in the prediction state, i.e. from dripping to nondripping or vice versa, the system will be triggered to look ahead to make sure that future states are sufficiently consistent for the minimum duration of time. This thresholding prevents sporadic and frequent valve actuations. Algorithm 1 outlines this process in pseudocode.
Algorithm 1 Control Algorithm
Input: model -trained CNN classifier 1: Initialize T ← 10, τ G ← 1.5, τ B ← 1, Q ← {}, oldState ← Null 2: while True do 3: while Q.sizeInSec() < T do 4: get next image from input feed 5:ŷ ← model.predict(image) 6: Q.append(ŷ) 7: state ← Q.poll() 8: if state = oldState then 9: if state is dripping then 10: look τ D seconds ahead in Q 11: if all dripping states then 12: actuate valve to collection line 13: else 14: look τ N seconds ahead in Q 15: if all non-dripping states then 16: actuate valve to waste line 17: oldState ← state 18: when experiment or simulation ends, flush Q by 19: while not Q.empty() do 20:
repeat lines 7 to 17 Table 1 . Test recall scores broken down class by class given by operational model. Each column c gives a distribution breakdown of the labels our system assigns to all samples of the ground-truth class c. Each diagonal entry gives the true positive rate with respect to its ground-truth class c.
Ground-truth Broken Jetting
Wetting Dripping Table 1 displays the confusion matrix which reports the test recall, given by our trained CNN classifier, for each class over the test set. Each column j gives a distribution breakdown of the labels our system assigns to all samples of class j; thus, each column across all rows will sum to 1. Each entry in the diagonal (j, j), highlighted in bold, gives the true positive rate with respect to its class j. Taking the average across all classes, we report a class average recall of 95.5%.
RESULTS
Image Classification
We see that even with an unbalanced dataset and severely underrepresented classes, we still obtain high recognition rate for those classes due to the help of the class weighting scheme as given in Eq. (1). This gives us confidence in reporting the class average recall metric, which we have shown to be significant and impressive in performance. In contrast, if we take a trivial model which did not compensate for the imbalanced dataset and predicts dripping for all samples, and through training it achieves near 100% recognition rate for the dripping class and near 0% for all others, our metric would report a class average recall of ∼ 25%. Figure 5 . Results of our control algorithm on the hand-curated simulation set. The image at time t has a predicted state and a corresponding valve actuation denoted by its color. The prediction may align with or deviate from the ground-truth, denoted with a dark solid line. Figure 5 shows the results of our control simulation run. We plot the model predicted class label against the time in seconds. Here, we curated a simulation set of 50 seconds of images. Each data point represents a test image with its label coordinate corresponding to the prediction state given by the model. The predicted state of a test image can be either dripping, in which case the valve actuates to the collection outlet, indicated with blue data points, or one of wetting, jetting, or broken, in which case the valve actuates to the rejection outlet, indicated with red data points. At any point in time, the ground-truth label of the test image is indicated with a dark solid line. Any prediction data points that fall on the dark line is a correct prediction. For example, data point 3 in the figure is a correctly predicted dripping event which actuated the valve to the collection outlet; similarly, data point 2 is a correctly predicted broken event which actuated the valve to the rejection outlet. On the other hand, data point 1 is a misclassification where the model predicts a jetting event but in truth is a wetting event, though the valve actuation to the rejection line remains correct.
Control Simulation
We see that our threshold method using τ D and τ N can mitigate the effects of misclassifications in addition to preventing frequent valve actuations. For example, data point 4 in the figure is a misclassification where the model predicts a jetting event but in truth is a dripping event; thus, this change in predicted state from dripping to jetting triggers the system to look τ N seconds ahead to confirm that all predictions are either wetting, jetting, or broken. However, since they are not, this was seen as noise and the outlet does not get changed by valve actuation, and we see that data point 4 correctly remains blue. Conversely, between the 12-second mark and the 18-second mark in the figure, we show a couple of dripping events that do not pass the τ D threshold. It starts from predicting one of the non-dripping states to predicting a dripping state, which triggers the look-ahead but sees that τ D seconds ahead does not consist of all dripping predictions. Since the dripping events were too brief, the outlet does not get changed by valve actuation, and we see that those dripping events remain red and therefore rejected. This thresholding is good for ensuring stability of the system, purity of the results, and attenuating noisy data.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed an automated microencapsulation classification and control system using a CNN that achieved promising results. Training from scratch over our 6 × 10 6 augmented image dataset took about 70 hours on a single NVIDIA TITAN X GPU card. We opted for a low complexity model over deeper layered networks such as VGG-16 and GoogLeNet, due to the concern that very deep networks require very large datasets and may overfit on our dataset. However, the primary advantage of our simple network is the training time due to the difference in number of parameters and input size, which affects the number of multiply-accumulate operations (MACs). Our simple network yields 8 × 10 4 parameters and 1.25 × 10 6 MACs, compared with 1.38 × 10 8 parameters and 1.55 × 10 10 MACs for VGG-16 and 1.1 × 10 7 parameters and 1.5 × 10 9 MACs for GoogLeNet.
